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In 1980, acceptance tests for the 25URC were done at 17.5 MV. Since that time, reliable voltage for the
accelerator has risen to 24.5 MV with a maximum voltage for an experiment at 25.5 MV. This paper
discusses the conditioning and voltage history if the machine with particular emphasis on those
activities which had substantial benefit.
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Abstract: In 1980, acceptance tests for the 25URC were done at 17.5 MV. Since that
time, reliable voltage for the accelerator has risen to 24.5 MV with maximum voltage for
an experiment at 25.5 MV. This paper discusses the conditioning and voltage history of
the machine with particular emphasis on those activities which had substantial benefit.
I. Installation and Column Tests (1979-1982)
The 25URC tandem electrostatic accelerator was manufactured by National Electrostatics
Corporation (NEC) for the Holifield Heavy Ion Research Facility (HHIRF) and has been
in routine operation since 1982. The accelerator’s operational characteristics have been
previously reported and only the characteristics which affect voltage performance will be
discussed in this paper. [1,2] The column structure of the 25URC is 3.3 m in diameter
and 18.9 m high, topped with a 4.8 m high terminal shell. This column contains 27 of the
standard 0.6 m, 1 MV, NEC modules. A view looking down on the column is shown in
Fig. 1. The installation of the
column structure including charging
chains and power transmission shafts,
but not acceleration tubes, was
completed in April, 1979.
Voltage tests on the column were
performed by NEC in May, 1979. A
summary of the test results is shown in
Fig. 2.
Note that, at the higher
insulating gas pressures, the maximum
breakdown voltage does not appear to
level off with time. Instead, the voltage
exhibits a rising trend consistent with
conditioning behavior. The tests at
highest pressure were terminated
because of uncertainties about the
possibility of spark-induced damage to
the column structure, the voltage
holding capabilities having been
adequately demonstrated. Examination
of the column following the tests
showed the basic column structure
capable of producing voltages and
withstanding the effects of sparks to full
design potential and beyond. [3]
Fig. 1. A view looking down on the high-voltage
terminal and column of the 25URC.

The voltage calibration for
these tests was established
from previous calibrations (in
other NEC accelerators) of
current vs. gradient in the
corona voltage grading system.
Later calibration showed the
voltages too high by about 8%.
Therefore, the final spark was
not at 32 MV but rather at 29.5
MV. Immediately following
these tests, the acceleration
tubes and other components
were installed and in July and
August, 1980 acceptance tests
at 7.5 MV and 17 MV were
done. A major maintenance
period followed to prepare the
machine for final acceptance
testing.
During
this
maintenance period, the closed
corona point voltage grading
system supplied with the
machine was replaced with an
Fig. 2 Terminal voltage at breakdown as a function
open system. NEC continued
of spark sequence. Later calibration indicates
to work on conditioning the
the voltage scale shown on this figure is too
accelerator to higher gradients.
high by about 8%.
Maximum potentials achieved
during this period were in the range of 22 MV. In May, 1981, an agreement was reached
with NEC to allow use of the accelerator for the experimental program for six months.
After this period, from November, 1981, to June of 1982, various conditioning strategies
were explored. These included complete baking of the acceleration tube and H2 glow
discharge cleaning. No significant improvement was seen from any of these activities.
In June, 1982, despite failure to achieve operation at full terminal potential, the formal
contract with NEC was closed. NEC still continued to work, according to negotiations,
with Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) to improve the voltage performance of the
machine.
Voltage performance during the remainder of 1982 was limited to about 18 MV since
higher voltages tended to produce spark-induced deconditioning. Other large NEC
machines, which appeared to be less troubled by this deconditioning, had spark gaps of
the “old” design where the 25URC had a “new and improved” spark gap design.
Therefore, NEC fabricated a new set of tube spark gaps and they were installed at the end
of 1982. Again, there was no significant improvement.
Since other large NEC accelerators showed satisfactory voltage performance, two
hypotheses were suggested. The first was based on the fact that the ORNL accelerator
was equipped with permanent magnet electron traps in each of the five dead sections

which were adjustable, but could not be made to have zero value.
Also, beam
transmission in the low energy tube varied approximately linearly from about 60% for
light ions (16O) to about 100% for 197Au, which could be explained by beam steering due
to residual magnetic fields. It was hypothesized that this lost beam had a deleterious
effect on the acceleration tube.
The second hypothesis was based on the fact that the ORNL accelerator had a relatively
large number of vacuum leaks which allowed SF6 to be admitted to the tube. There was a
correlation between the location of chronic small leaks of long duration and the location
of pathological acceleration tube behavior. [4] There was a strenuous effort to remove
significant SF6 leaks but it did not result in improved voltage performance. It is possible
that the acceleration tubes were permanently damaged by the presence of SF6 while
operating the accelerator at voltage.
The Early Years (1983-1985)
Beginning in August, 1983, the permanent magnet electron traps were removed and about
75% of the acceleration tubes were removed, reconditioned and replaced. Therefore, the
possibility of beam being steered into the tubes by these traps was eliminated and at the
same time any acceleration tubes that might have been permanently damaged by beam or
by operating in the presence of SF6 leaks were replaced. It has also been postulated that
the damage to the tubes might have resulted from improper spark gap spacing and/or
initial operation at excessive insulating gas pressure. [5] Whatever the cause of damaged
tubes, they were replaced and the accelerator was conditioned to try to improve voltage
performance, with the result being significant. It is not known whether the electron traps
were really a problem or just replacing the tubes caused the benefit. As a matter of fact,
magnets were attached, to suppress electrons, in the upper minor dead section after it was
determined that apertures had been omitted from some of the compressed geometry
tubes. During this period, the accelerator was operated with beam at 22.5 MV, for
scheduled experiments at 21.5 MV, and routinely for scheduled experiments at potentials
up to 20.0 MV.
In December, 1984, a test of the hydrogen arc discharge cleaning technique was tried on
the top five units of the accelerator. This cleaning method, first attempted by Isoya et al.
[6] had been tested in several accelerators with varying degrees of success. Results in
small accelerators appeared to be better than those in large accelerators. Prior to this arc
discharge test, the top five units had been conditioned to the highest gradient achievable
in a period of three days. After having the accelerator tubes under vacuum for a couple
of months, conditioning of the five units was repeated. While the voltage limit for the top
five units was not significantly changed after the cleaning, the conditioning behavior did
change somewhat. One caveat is that there was a vacuum accident after the cleaning that
could have blown titanium dust into the tubes. [7]
Compressed Geometry Tubes (1986-1988)
Accelerator tubes of a compressed geometry design were installed in the top two units of
the accelerator in June, 1986 and were tested prior to complete replacement of all tubes.
Two other phases were necessary to replace all accelerator tubes with compressed

geometry tubes. In the compressed geometry design, which utilizes a modified NEC
high-gradient 17-cm-long tube section, the 3-cm-thick heatable aperture assembly
provided as part of the original installation is replaced with an aperture assembly of
essentially zero length. Therefore, seven tube sections can be installed in the space
previously occupied by six, thus increasing the effective insulator length per unit column
length by a factor of 7/6 = 1.17. Fig. 3 is a schematic of the original installation and Fig.
4 is a schematic of the installation of the compressed geometry tubes.

Fig. 3 A schematic view of the original
configuration of acceleration tubes in
the 25URC accelerator column, showing
six tube sections in two units.

Fig. 4 A schematic view of the
installation of compressed
geometry tubes in the 25URC
column. In this installation,
one column support post is
shorted in order to match the
number of column and tube
gaps for each tube section.

Full replacement of the tubes with the compressed geometry design was finished in
November, 1987. Conditioning proceeded in phases during approximately the next year
and on September 13, 1988, operation at 25.5 MV with beam was demonstrated for one
hour. On September 18, 1988, a scheduled experiment was run at 25 MV. [8] Even
though the run was short (about two hours) and there was one spark, it still established a
new world record for tandem accelerator operation. Clearly, increasing the effective
insulator length per unit column enabled a great improvement in voltage performance.

Routine Operation (1989-1991)
Operation for the experimental program was emphasized in 1989 and the HHIRF had a
record year with 4829 hours of beam on target. The new voltage capability allowed
provision of beams which previously would not have been possible. Since the emphasis
was on providing beam on target, no further attempts were made to increase the voltage
capability. By 1990, budgetary restrictions and changes in direction of the nuclear
physics community led to fewer research hours and the beginning of a study to provide
radioactive beams. The budgetary problems continued in 1991 and only 3535 hours of
beam on target were provided and there was no opportunity to increase the voltage
capability of the 25URC.
Radioactive Beam Project (1992-1996)
On July 31, 1992, the HHIRF closed as a national user facility and the Radioactive Ion
Beam (RIB) project began. The 25URC remained in shutdown mode until 1996 with
only a few hundred hours of operation for RIB development each year. One modification
during this period, replacement of the original corona point grading system with resistors,
was relevant to improved voltage performance. Point-plane corona-discharge grading
systems have inherent disadvantages including poor gap-to-gap voltage homogeneity and
very low grading currents. These disadvantages lead to voltage instabilities which can
affect the voltage capability of the accelerator. Even the best adjustment of the corona
points does not approach the voltage homogeneity of a resistor system. As an aside,
resistors also permit lower voltage operation, which is important for the RIB nuclear
astrophysics program. Resistor assemblies were purchased from NEC and installation
was completed in June, 1994.
The first radioactive beam, 70As, was accelerated on August 30, 1996 and the Holifield
Radioactive Ion Beam Facility (HRIBF) was dedicated on December 12, 1996. The first
RIBs were proton-rich beams for the astrophysics research group and all were needed at
very low energy. Therefore, the emphasis was on improving low-voltage operation rather
than improving the high-voltage limit.
Routine Operation with RIBs (1997-2006)
Proton-rich low-energy beams were provided from 1997 through the spring of 2000 so
high voltages were not necessary for the experimental program. A set of defective
chains, installed in 1996, caused great problems with erratic charging until their removal
in early 1998. Pellets of these chains were incorrectly plated, and the plating wore off
and was deposited inside the machine.
At the HRIBF, neutron-rich RIBs can only be produced effectively by fission in actinide
targets. Before 2000, safety regulations prevented the use of actinide targets in highintensity production beams. In the summer of 2000, the first neutron-rich beam, 117Ag,
was accelerated through the 25URC and transmitted to an experiment. The energies
necessary for the experiments of interest requires the use of double stripping in the
accelerator with resulting beam intensity loss. Now there is more interest in extending

the voltage limit of the accelerator. During the years, 2000 through 2003, the 25URC
was operated between 1.77 MV and 23.98 MV.
Installation and alignment of the recirculating gas stripper and refurbishing of all ion
pumps inside the accelerator, in 2003, caused the acceleration tubes to be up to
atmosphere with dry nitrogen for over two months. There was discussion on whether the
tubes should sit at atmosphere or be let up as necessary, pumped down, then let up again
as necessary. In other words, was it better to just let the tubes sit at atmosphere rather
than possibly disturbing particles in the tubes with more let-ups and pump-downs? It was
shortly before this time that NEC began washing their acceleration tubes prior to
installing them based on information obtained from Takeuchi at JAERI. Upon
consultation with NEC, it was decided that possibly disturbing dust in the tube was a
greater problem than letting them sit in a dry nitrogen atmosphere. [9] After all work was
done and vacuum was established in the tubes, conditioning was long and difficult.
Therefore, the next time this decision comes up, opting for keeping the tube under
vacuum will probably be chosen over possible disturbance of dust in the tubes.
By early 2004, the 25URC was back to voltages of up to 24 MV but there was motivation
to provide even higher energy beams, therefore requiring higher voltages. In 2005, the
machine was run for an experiment at 24.34 MV with the SF6 gas pressure at 75 psig. An
unacceptable level of sparking caused an end to this experiment. There has never been a
good understanding of the SF6 pressure that is necessary for a particular terminal voltage.
This last year, more SF6 was put in the tank so that an experiment was done at 24.54 MV
but this time with the pressure being 81 psig. In this case, the spark frequency was
approximately one per day. At this time, 81 psig is the limit of SF6 pressure that can be
achieved in the accelerator tank with the available SF6 inventory. There are plans to
purchase more SF6 which will hopefully allow higher voltages with less sparks.
Lessons Learned Through the Years (1979-2006)
The lessons concerning voltage performance that have been learned at the 25URC
through the years are:
1. Keep SF6 leaks to a minimum.
2. Keep the acceleration tubes under vacuum as much as possible.
3. Condition in small units when beginning a conditioning exercise; either single
units or pairs to start.
4. Increase the effective insulator length per column length where possible.
5. Grade the column and tubes as homogeneously as possible.
6. Insure that the SF6 pressure is great enough to prevent tank sparks at every
terminal potential.
With these lessons in mind, there are only two actions which would probably
significantly increase the present voltage limit of the 25URC. The first is to obtain more
SF6 and operate at higher pressure. The second would be to replace the current
compressed geometry tubes with NEC’s current high-gradient acceleration tubes. This
installation should give approximately 14% more insulator length per column length and
would be even greater if the minor dead sections in the machine (which are no longer

used) were converted to live acceleration sections. Unfortunately, both of these actions
are expensive and replacing the tubes would mean an extended shut down of the
machine. Additional SF6 will be obtained as soon as funds are available.
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Questions:
John McKay (retired): Martha, how closely do you grade your resistors. I recall doing it to about one
percent which is relatively easy when you have two resistors per gap.
Meigs: What I do is make sure that they are within five percent. I do not take them out to measure them
because there are over 3000 resistors in there. I haven't actually measured individual resistors for quite
a while. Every time I am in the tank, I do a quick and dirty resistor check I put 500 volts across a whole
tube section and it reads out in gigaohms and I make sure that it is not too high. It can be lower because
there is a lot of ceramic. I've got I think there are 18 posts around each section. If you been open in
Tennessee in the sumer, there is a lot of humidity so I don't worry about being low.
David Weisser (ANU): First of all, I would have been somewhat disappointed if putting in resistors
didn't result in higher terminal voltage because that would have evened. I would be interested in your
comment on that, and then, have you had to change any resistors?
Meigs: We put the resistors in in 1992 when we were down and then we ran at very low voltages. I
have not been given the time to condition properly but I do believe that the SF6 is the problem right
now. I believe it will help, but I haven't been able to show that. Now that I have experimenter interested
in much higher voltages, I plan to push it. The resistors are +/- 5% but I haven't had to replace any
except where there has been physical damage.
Larry Lamm (Notre Dame): How high in voltage are you looking to go and what is driving that?
Meigs: Part of it is how comfortable I am at a certain level for routine operation. When I started at Oak
Ridge, we were comfortable at 18 or 19 MV. Now I am fairly comfortable at 23.5 MV. I'd like to be
comfortable at 25 or 25 ½ maybe with a maximum of 26 to 26 ½ MV. What's driving that is that the
experimenters were doing 630 MeV tin 132. Charge state fraction would get a lot better if I could go up
another MeV or if they would decide to go up to 650 or 670 MeV to get a better cross section.
Scott Daniel (Brigham Young University): Regarding your gas conditioning. We cut our tank sparks
significantly by watching the regulating corona and advancing the charge until the corona stabilized.
Do you have any similar procedures to that? I am watching for stability in the corona current. I am
looking for any instabilities and when it stabilizes, then I think that I have conditioned my gas and will
crank the charge up a bit.
Meigs: We have a procedure for how to set the corona current, but I don't think that what you are doing
will help me. We use the CPO, the GVM and x-ray detectors as diagnostics.
Jeff Ashenfeldter (Yale University): What is a typical time taken to recover from a spark?
Meigs: If is just a clean tank spark so that there is not much vacuum activity, we like to let it settle. If
its just one spark, we can go back up in thirty minutes, but if you start having a number of sparks, you
have to let it settle out more. We don't allow more than four full column sparks in one eight hour
period. If you do, then you have to reduce the voltage. During this 25.6 MV run, we had been running
well then we had seven tank sparks within two days. Then it settled out. After three or four sparks in a
row, we may wait a couple of hours. The first thing that we do, is to let the vacuum recover.
End of Questions
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Installation and Column Tests
(1979-1982)
• April 1979: Column installation completed
• May 1979: Column voltage tests
• July-August 1980: All acceptance tests at
7.5 MV and 17.5 MV successfully
performed
• June 1982: Formal contract with NEC
closed

Inside the 25URC
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Voltage Performance (1979-1982)
• Maximum Potential Achieved: ~22 MV
• Routine Operation Voltage Limit: ~18 MV
• Problem with spark-induced deconditioning
surmised to be caused by “new and
improved” spark gap design, however,
changing the gaps brought no significant
improvement

The Early Years (1983-1985)
• August 1983: Permanent magnet electron
traps removed and 75% of acceleration
tubes replaced
• December 1984: Test of hydrogen arc
discharge cleaning technique

Voltage Performance (1983-1985)
• Maximum potential with beam: 22.5 MV
• Maximum potential for scheduled
experiment: 21.5 MV
• Potential for routine schedule: 20 MV
• Arc discharge cleaning: no significant
change
• Tube replacement largest benefit

Compressed Geometry Tubes
(1986-1988)
• Installation of compressed geometry tubes
with effective increase in insulator length
per unit column length of a factor of 1.17
• Removal of heatable apertures whose
feedthrus were a source of SF6 leaks

Voltage Performance (1986-1988)
• Maximum potential with beam: 25.5 MV
• Maximum potential for scheduled
experiment: 25 MV
• Potential for routine schedule: ~24 MV

Remaining Years (1989-2006)
• Routine operation: 1989-1991
• Resistor installation: 1992
• Radioactive Ion Beam (RIB) Project: 19921996
• Routine operation with RIB’s 1996-2006

Voltage Performance (1989-2006)
• 1989-1991 Routine operation voltage: 2024 MV
• 1992-1996 Shutdown for RIB project
• 1997-2000 Emphasis on low-voltage
astrophysics experiments: 1-4 MV
• 2001-2006 Routine operation voltage: 2024.56 MV

Lessons Learned
• Condition in small units when beginning a conditioning
exercise
• Keep SF6 leaks to a minimum
• Keep accelerator tubes under good vacuum as much as
possible
• Increase the effective insulator length per column length
where possible
• Grade the column and tubes as homogeneously as possible
• Insure that the SF6 pressure is great enough to prevent tank
sparks at every potential

Possible Strategies to Increase
Voltage Limit
• Purchase additional SF6 to allow operation
at 90 psig
• Replace the accelerator tubes with NEC’s
high-gradient acceleration tubes
• Transform minor dead sections to active
accelerating sections

MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS OF THE OPERATION OF THE 5MV
TANDEM ACCELERATOR AFTER 4 YEARS OF OPERATION FROM ITS
INSTALLATION
J. García Zubiri, O. García López, O. Enguita Pedrosa, A. Muñoza Martín, J. Narros Fernadéz,
A. Rodríguez Nieva, J. Álvarez Echenique and A. Climent-Font
CMAM, Univesidad Autónoma de Madrid
Cantoblanco, 28049 Madrid, Spain
After 4 years of operation with the 5MV tandem accelerator at the Centro de Micro-Análisis de
Materiales (CMAM), the machine keeps performing remarkably well. Novel instrumentation recently
installed at our facility demands the high stability and accuracy in terms of energy resolution and
voltage ripple measured during the installation. Several measurements and tests have been performed in
order to check the operation state of the machine and evaluate its stability and evolution after this
period. These measurements include the terminal voltage ripple and its distribution, which have been
compared with the initial results.
Questions:
Andrew Smith (ANSTO): First, High Voltage Engineering machines come with two CPU's on opposite
sides of the tank for exactly this purpose. Second, could the signals you are seeing be derived from
your generating voltmeter itself?
Garcia Zubiri: The GVM is standing close to the CPU unit. It is known that this CPU motor produces
this 49 Hz noise. There are several devices in the terminal, but this motor is probably the one producing
this 49 Hz.
Jan Klug (Ruhr-Universität Bochum): Why do you think that the influence of the 49 Hz is more severe
at higher terminal voltages?
Garcia Zubiri:I have no clear answer for this but I think that the signal collected by the GVM is
somehow related to this 49 Hz component.
Klug : Why do you think that the ripple is worse in 2006 than in 2002? You said that you opened the
tank in between. Did you pull out the Dee's?
Garcia Zubiri:The tank was opened two years ago because a bearing in the motor generator broke. High
Voltage said that this was a problem that they knew and they provided an new bearing. When we
opened, we found that everything was clean. I would like to do test with the motor generator to get a
clear finger print of the different frequencies on the terminal.
David Button (ANSTO): I believe that during the installation of our 2 MV machine we actually saw a
similar frequency on the feedback slits. I believe that there is a chip in the inverter controller that
maintains the phase of the driver. They swapped out the chip and got rid of that ripple. It is an IC that
tries to maintain the phase and makes it easy to stay in resonance and keep the pulse width within that
resonance.
End of questions.
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Terminal voltage ripple.
M easurements and results of the
operation of the 5 M V Tandem
Accelerator
J. G arcía Zubiri
C entro de M icroanálisis de M ateriales, C M AM
UAM . C antoblanco, 28049 M adrid, S pain.
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O verview
• Introduction to new and actual sys tems at C M AM .
–

External microbeam, Internal microbeam, High energy implantation beamline

• S ystem description and ripple measurement method.
–
–

•
•
•
•

10 kW solid-state power supply operating at a particular frequency around 38 khz.
Two capacitive pick-up units, CPU1 and CPU2

Terminal Voltage ripple. 2002 and 2006 results
Terminal Voltage ripple frequency analysis
C onclusions
Acknowledgments
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Introduction
• Accelerator keeps performing remarkably well after 4 year operation.
• We are above 1300 running hours per year devoted to analysis.
2005
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∙ S ervice demand increase each year.
∙ We are used to work overnight
∙ M ost intensevely service demand: R B S , P IXE . Standard beamline, external
microbeamline, nuclear physics...
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Introduction
∙Final ins tallation s tage in several beamlines and ass emblies .
▪E nviromental beamline. Operative, after sample holder upgrade.
M ª D olores Ynsa
▪Mag net S pectrog raph. Status: installation stage.
D . O. B oerma
▪E R DA-TOF. Status: comissioning.
A. M uñoz M artín
Water cooling upgrade. Magnets cooling.
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Introduction
• S ome of the pres ent and new s ystems at C M AM demands high
terminal voltage stability and low terminal ripple.

• New ultra high vacuum internal microbeamline.
–

Object
Slits

Produced by MARCO, Melbourne Australia.
Collimator
Slits

Quadrupole

Si(Li)
Si(Li)
Detector

▪C ontact pers on: David Martin y Marero
D. Martín y Marero, Olga Enguita, Javier G. Zubiri, Antonio Rodríguez,
Jaime Narros and Dirk O. Boerma
Exploiting the Third Dimension in Nanofabrication Technology with
Scanned High Energy Ion Beams.
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B, 249,
253, (2006).

▪B eamline status: comissioning
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Introduction
E xternal microbeamline .
During 2005 this beamline has been submitted to some modifications in
order to improve and accelerate its succeeful work
▪C ontact pers on: María Dolores Yns a (m.ynsa@uam.es)

▪B eamline status: operative.
O. Enguita, M.T. Fernández-Jiménez, G. García, A. Climent-Font, T.
Calderón, G. W. Grime
The new external microbeam facility at the 5 MV Tandetron accelerator
laboratory in Madrid: beam characterisation and first results
Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B, (2003).

High energy ion implantation beamline.
B y the end of 2006 a new ion implantation beamline provided by HVE will arrive to
M adrid to s tart its ins tallation s tage.
▪C ontact pers on: Jos é O livares (jose.olivares@uam.es)
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S ystem description and
measurement method
• 10 kW solid-state driver operating at a particular
frequency around 38 khz.
• D ifferent control loops: G VM + C P U

– C orrections below and above 1 Hz.
– Two capacitive pick-up units installed (Tandetron system 5.0
MV HC A&B format drawings, High Voltage Engineering)
– CPU1, CPU2
– Voltage in oscilloscope depends on:
Cc
Ct
Cp
R

Cable capacitance
Terminal to tank capacitance
Terminal to pick-up capacitance
Oscilloscope channel input resistance
Instruction sheet HVI-1016, High Voltage Engineering
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S ystem description and
measurement method
Collect both signals in
similar conditions

NO delays between
them
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Terminal Voltage ripple
2002 - 2006
▪ 1 service operation
▪ Total ripple < 10 -5 R M S
within 800 kV to 5 M V
▪ C omponents in terminal
voltage ripple:
-38 kHz oscillator coil
-50 Hz mains
-300 Hz mains D C
-low freq.1 to 100 Hz (49Hz)
mechanical vibrations

Terminal-tank shell distance variations

Capacitance variatons
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Terminal Voltage ripple
2002 - 2006
terminal voltage ripple 2002 and 2006
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Terminal Voltage ripple
2002 - 2006
▪ mechanical vibrations
produces low frequency
contributions in ripple signal
from C P Us (49Hz). [1]
▪ C omponents found in
terminal voltage ripple
▪ The 50, 300 Hz and 38
Khz progress with the
terminal voltage.
▪ At 5 M V the 49 Hz
component keeps being the
dominant one

[1] D.J.W. Mous, A. Gottdang, R.G. Haitsma, G. García Lopez, A. ClimentFont, F.
Agulló-López, D.O. Boerma. Proceedings of 17th Int’l.
Conference, Application of Accelerators in Research and Industry. Edited by
A.I.P..
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Terminal Voltage ripple
2002 - 2006
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Terminal Voltage ripple
2002 - 2006
▪ The 49 Hz contribution
2002 and 2006
▪ Its contribution increased
at high terminal voltages (4
and 5 M V)
▪ It progress with the
terminal voltage value
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Terminal Voltage ripple
▪ In order to learn more
about ripple sources we
measured ripple using both
CPUs
▪ C P Us placed opposite one
another
▪ Fast variation in terminal
voltage -> C P U1 and C P U2
measures at the same time,
and in phase.
▪ Identify real and actual TV
ripple contributions.
38 khz component in terminal voltag e ripple s ig nal
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Terminal Voltage ripple

▪ Y(w) = FFT[(C P U1*calibration factor) + (C P U2)]
▪ Y(w) = FFT[(C P U1*calibration factor) - (C P U2)]

Signals with s ame amplitude and s ame
phas e will be cancelled

5 MV terminal voltag e ripple s ig nal

Frequency variations in the terminal
cancelled
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Terminal Voltage ripple
frequency analysis
▪ S ame conditions for each measuring channel.
▪ 10000 samples delivered by Tektronics 3052B oscilloscope.
▪ Finite sequence x[n] analyzed by FFT (Fast Fourier Transform).
0.07 Hz step
N=16384 points

▪ C hecked with D iscret Fourier Transform (D FT) we have enough resolution
(direct calculation)
2πk = 2π f Ts (1/N FFT )
k=802

48.95 hz

k=803

49.02 hz

Ts s ampling
period
N FFT points in
D FT
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Terminal Voltage ripple frequency
analysis

Y(w) = FFT[(C P U1*calibration factor) - (C P U2)]

1 M V T Voltage

▪ 50 Hz contribution cancelled.
▪ The s ame for 300 Hz
▪ 49 Hz contribution have not
the s ame phas e
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Terminal Voltage ripple
frequency analysis

Y(w) = FFT[(C P U1*calibration factor) + (C P U2)]
▪ 50 Hz contribution behaves as expected
▪ 49 Hz contribution is not completely cancelled
They are not opposite phase
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Terminal Voltage ripple
frequency analysis
▪D FT has real and imaginary parts

X (k ) =

N−1

∑

x[n]e − j ( 2π

/ N ) kn

n= 0
▪ 50 Hz contributions has
same phase
▪ 49 Hz contributions has a
phas e shift
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Terminal Voltage ripple
frequency analysis
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Terminal Voltage ripple
frequency analysis

▪ P hase shift between
signals from both C P Us
▪ P robably 49 Hz frequency
component is a combination
of several effects:
- vibrations tank s hellterminal
- noise coming from
vibrations that can produce
real ripple in terminal.
▪ C ertain amount is not
actual ripple in the terminal
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Terminal Voltage ripple frequency
analysis
▪ 5 M V terminal voltage
ripple, amplitude and
phase.
▪ 3.71 µA C u negative ion
beam in the terminal
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C onclusions
▪ Total terminal voltage ripple keeps at extremely low levels
▪ For some actual and coming applictions at C M AM a relative
terminal voltage ripple below 10 -4 v R M S can be required. We
measured relative voltage ripple keeps below 10 -5 v R M S
▪ Voltage ripple obtained in 2002 was probably better than
announced, same for results in 2006, due to 49 Hz component.
▪ The 49 Hz component is a combination of several effects,
including mechanical vibrations
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notas
▪ Ripple contributions (present in the terminal):
- electrical sources
- mechanical sources

NEW RECHNOLOGIES FOR BACKING TURBOMOLECULAR PUMPS
Tobias Schappeler
John Morris Scientific, Australia
(No abstract for this talk)

Questions:
Michael Mann (ANSTO): On your multistage Rootes pumps, you talk about no grinding seals, is it just
relying on the clearances between the lobes?
Schappeler: Yes, That is the trick in Rootes pumps in general. You have a very small clearance
between the rotors and the stator and between the rotor against each other. The downside is that Rootes
pumps have to run relatively fast. If they slow down, you get gas streaming back into your application.
Mann: After your 20,000 hours, what is involved in the service?
Schappeler:You re-adjust the clearances so you have to realign each of the blades and you also change
the shaft seals on both ends because the gearbox is oil lubricated.
End of questions.

XDS and XDS-C range
BOC Edwards

H is to r y o f B O C E d w a r d s S c r o lls
•
•
•
•
•

E a r ly 9 0 ’s E d w a r d s m o v e d in to s c r o ll p u m p s
M a n u fa c tu r e d f o r E d w a r d s b y Iw a ta
T a r g e te d a t S E M I m a r k e t a s a lo w c o s t d r y a lt e r n a tiv e
D e s ig n a d a p te d fr o m a p a in t c o m p r e s s o r .
L a te 9 0 ’s to o lin g w o r e o u t , a n d I w a ta w a s lo o k in g f o r
a c o n tr ib u t io n to u p g r a d e t h e ir lin e .
• In h e r e n t p r o b le m s w ith th e c u r r e n t s c r o ll d e s ig n .
• 1999 - E dwards manufactures X D S 5 and X D S 10

XDS range overview
• XDS is BOC Edwards ’ own designed,
developed and produced small dry pump range
employing a scroll mechanism
• Designed to address drive to dry pumping and
issues of conventional scroll and diaphragm
pumps
- i.e. reliability, cleanliness, servicing,
shaft-seals, leak-tightness and
condensables etc.

G V S P 3 0 / E S D P 1 2 D e s ig n 1
• T o t a l o f 1 1 A lle n
s c re w s c a n b e
e x tr a c te d w ith 2
A lle n k e y s to
d is m a n tle th e p u m p
in a f e w m in u te s .
• D o u b le -s id e d o r b ita l
s c r o ll a n d tw o f ix e d
s c r o lls .
• F ix e d a n d o r b ita l
s c r o ll h o u s in g t ip
s e a l, g r o o v e ,b o d y
s e a l , tu r b o fa n a n d
c o v e r.

GVSP30 / ESDP12 Design 2
Three Main Components of the Edwards/Iwata pump:
- Two Stationary Scrolls
- One Orbital Scroll

View of Orbital Scroll.
Note Three Crank Pin Housings, Eccentric Shaft and Exhaust Port.

XDS range overview
• Completely dry vacuum pump
- differentiated from conventional scroll
bearings are completely separated from the
vacuum; there is no oil or grease in the
entire vacuum space

‘ the bearings do not see the vacuum and the
vacuum does not see the bearings ’
- meets the demand for driver to dry systems

XDS range overview
• Unique bearing shield mechanism

XDS and XDS-C :
internal schematic
Gas in

S ing le s ided
mechanis m

Bearing
shield

Viton™
seal
Bearing
Shaft

Fixed scroll
Motor

Vacuum

Entry point
of gas into
scroll form

Orbiting
scroll

Atmospheric
pressure

XDS Section View

XDS Internal

XDS range features and benefits
• Unique and exclusively licenced bearing shield
- completely dry, static seals, high leak-tightness and
excellent reliability
• Totally dry and lubricant free
- no bearing grease or oil under vacuum
- no contamination, no regreasing, no attack on bearings
by condensables
• No crank pins
- avoids seizure, grease issues
• No shaft seal
- no wear, hermetic system

XDS range features and benefits
• Controllable gas ballast
- pumps water vapour and condensables
- gas recovery time improved
• Single strip tip seal - no adhesives, tip seal cannot
stick in groove, low wear and servicing interval
• Single sided - easy to service
• Ergonomic design - ease of use, 50/60 Hz and dual
voltage (easy to switch)
• Light weight - portable, small footprint

XDS range
- other scrolls comparison
• Unique bearing shield
- cleanliness, reliability, hermetic (no shaft seal),
longer bearing service interval, no bearing regreasing, lower suckback
• Higher resistance to condensables (bearings
not attacked)
• Ease of service (no special tool kits)
• Controllable gas ballast facility
• Optimised single strip tip seal counterface
combination

R e s u lt s - XD S 1 0
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R e s u lts - C o n v e n tio n a l s c r o ll
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R & D Magazine 100 Award 2000
Chicago 27th September

Winner of R&D100 most technologically
significant new products of 2000
• "The Oscars of Invention” “Nobel Prizes of
Applied Research"
• Past winners - Polacolor film, flashcube, the
digital wristwatch, antilock brakes, the
automated teller machine, the liquid crystal
display, the halogen lamp, the fax machine
etc.

